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WHAT'S IN HERE?
 

This first edition of the STEM Community Alliance Program
(STEMCAP) Zine presents a variety of artwork and creative
writing projects created by Utah Youth-In-Custody throughout
STEMCAP workshops during the 2021-2022 school year.  
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WHO WE ARE:
 

The mission of the STEM Community
Alliance Program is to provide
pathways that broaden understanding
and exchange between Youth-In-
Custody (YIC) and STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics) communities. 

Our goal is for students
to see themselves as
science-capable learners
and provide experiences
that incorporate arts and
humanities, community
science, conservation,
and STEM careers and
academic pursuits.

 

By facilitating connections between YIC, scientists,
educators, and artists, we hope to expand community
connection and contribution to protecting nature, providing
scientific information to the public, and inspiring others to
act.
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WHO ARE YOUTH-IN-CUSTODY?

The Utah State Board of Education defines
Youth-in-Custody as: “Individuals under
the age of 21 who are in the custody of or
receiving services from the Utah
Department of Human Services or an
equivalent Native American tribe, or who
are being held in juvenile detention
facilities.” 

STEMCAP works in facilities that span the
whole spectrum of Youth-in-Custody,
working in facilities that range from
juvenile detention centers to residential
treatment centers.
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Youth-in-Custody are required
by law to receive an education.
We work with teachers within
these centers and carry out our
programming primarily during
students’ science class periods. 

In the last fiscal year, between
June 30th, 2020 and June 30th,
2021, the Utah Juvenile Justice
Service served 5,871 individual
juveniles.
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SPECIAL THANKS TO: 
 

The artwork and writing in this zine were created in collaboration with
Annie Burbidge Ream and Katie Seastrand (Utah Museum of Fine Arts
(UMFA)): Thaumatropes p. 15, Cyanotypes p. 32, Clouds p. 45;
Victoria Russell (Center for Synthetic Organic Electrochemistry
(CSOE)): Squishy Circuits p.12, Cyanotypes p. 32; and the following
University of Utah employees and students: Joshua Graham (UU Fine
Arts): Chimera Collages p. 27), Drawing with Bacteria p. 30); Cindy
Barbra (Bioscience Ph.D. program): Drawing with Bacteria p. 30; and
Sam Nelson (Environmental Humanities Master’s program): Plant-
Centered Story-Telling p. 38. We also would like to thank Rachel
Taylor from Southwest Monarch Study for her continuing work on our
Milkweed and Monarchs Conservation project (p. 5).

STEMCAP is a University of Utah sponsored
program housed in the School of Biological 
 Sciences and funded by the Utah State Board
of Education. We work closely in partnership
with the Utah Juvenile Justice Service. 4



Greenhouse Activity
Association Poems

Monarch butterflies rely on milkweed plants in all
stages of their lives as they migrate throughout North
America. YIC students grew four varieties of
milkweed, and learned about how milkweed is unique
to the survival of monarch butterflies. In this
greenhouse activity, students were asked to finish
sentences starting with, "I notice..., I wonder..., and it
reminds me of...". The responses were collected
together to create a poem of student associations with
the Milkweed project.

Conservation Projects: 
Monarch Conservation: Milkweed Project
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MONARCH CONSERVATION
Milkweed Seeding Growth Project

Association Poems

It reminds me of life when they sprout. 
It reminds me of death when they shrivel up and dry out. 
It reminds me of redemption when they sprout next year. 

It reminds me of the beginning of a wonderful summer day. 
It reminds me of cutting fresh grass.

It reminds me of looking at flowers and wanting to give them to my mom. 

It reminds me of a rainy day, like the smell of water. 
It reminds me of a soaking tree in the water like the smell of moss.

It reminds me of green old trees, moss in a forest. 

It reminds me of grass. 
It reminds me of trees because they grow fast. 

It reminds me of my plant that didn't grow.

I wonder if it's growing. 
I wonder if it's happy,
I wonder if it's okay.

I wonder how much they'll grow
I wonder how much they're gonna attract butterflies

I wonder how tall they'll get.

It reminds me of my mother's garden. 
It reminds me of a Bar-B-Q in the summer. 

It reminds me of kids growing so fast.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PSA

Mission STEMCAP: 
Biodiversity Loss and Overconsuption:

Biodiversity loss, 
Pollution,
Overconsumption,
Extinction, and 
Climate Change.

Mission STEMCAP is a 
 two-week program series
we offer where students
are invited to consider one
of the five environmental
“Grand Challenges” of
today: 

The mission is to help students learn about, respond, and
teach others about a grand challenge through diverse
workshops and demonstrating the ways that they can
tackle grand challenges in their own lives.

The PSA workshop focused on strategies of
communication. Students created posters that broke
down key issues and educated people about
environmental challenges.
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Let's Not Get 
There
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Endangered species 
Plastic in the seas
What can we do
To help our creatures
Not be extinct

Animals are bring poached 
Why aren't we 
Helping their growth
Wildfires take away their homes
And we leave them nothing
But bones

We aren't the only ones living on this Earth
There is more to life
The least we can do is not cause them hurt
Let life grow
And show it's worth

Mission STEMCAP:
Overconsumption

CREATIVE
WRITING:
POETRY 

In this creative writing workshop, students wrote poems
about the negative impacts of overconsumption. In their
poems, students implore action and examine
consequences of overconsumption.
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SQUISHY CIRCUITS
Electrochemistry:

In this Electrochemistry
workshop, students
learned about circuits
and batteries, and
created their own
“squishy circuit”
sculptures using non-
conductive clay and
conductive play-dough
to light up tiny LED
lights!
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RAINFOREST

Colorful land full of life
Green every step you take
Smelling the fresh air
As we take more steps as a whole
We destroy the green whole 78m every year
We wear our greed everyday
A way our land wishes to wear their own green 
We destroyed everything for us to be annoyed when they remind
us daily that our land is dying
Life full of sadness
Taking every step to death 
Air filled with smelling pollution
Let's stop being narcissistic and start being more realistic with our
life

We need to save our rainforest. <3
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 THAUMATROPES

Mission STEMCAP: Biodiversity Loss:

In this Art-Science workshop where
we partner with the Utah Museum of
Fine arts, students created their own
thaumatropes  - an early form of
animation, created by rapidly flipping
between two different images back 
 and forth to create the illusion of
motion. 

Students also get up close to several
artworks through virtual museum
tours hosted by the UMFA. The
students then are engaged in
conversation about art that tackles 
 environmental challenges.
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Whales swimming through the only home they know, 
when all of a sudden, 
Bam! Trapped in a net!

An unknown species pulls them upward. 
With its black spill and loud sounds 

it creaks and groans as it pulls up and up. 
Then there's another sound. 

Voices. Voices they'll learn to fear. 
"We got it!"

Meanwhile their pod calls for them. 
Wondering where they are. 

Days get longer, 
They never return to the ocean. 

They're blubber already boiled down. 
Turned into oil to help machines move better. 

Bearings silence with a squirt of oil, 
But with each cogwheel we use, 

We diminish the ocean more and more, 
Because just one whale is never enough. 

We will never have enough, 
Because human kind is full of greed. 

We never know when to say stop. 
Stop!
Stop!
Stop...

Before we drive the earth to its own end, 
We will be the cause of the end of civilization. 
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Mission STEMCAP: Extinction:

FOUND POETRY
COLLAGES

To reflect on Mission STEMCAP: Extinction, students were
asked to use words, phrases, and photos taken from
magazines to create collage poems aimed at starting
conversations about extinction and inspiring change. 
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The Young, small, gray harpy eagle and
it's momma are desparate for food and
shelter. they are cold, they hunger for
life, and are finding their way to the

future
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IMAGINE

Imagine a world without overconsumption, 
The oceans would be thriving. 
The world wouldn't be dying, 
Fish wouldn't be frying,
Coral wouldn't be drying,
I recall an ocean of triumph, 
An ocean that's full of life, 
A world without consumption, 
Imagine a world where oceans were untouched, 
The ocean would be thriving,
The world wouldn't be dying,
Fish weren't frying, 
Coral wasn't drying, 
This is an ocean of triumph, 
A world without overconsumption.
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Mission STEMCAP:
Overconsumption

CHIMERA 
COLLAGES

How I'm holding on atm
I'm a sloth. There ugly
that they're soo cute
Colorful bird Because I
want to be a macaw
when I die, colorful and
free
 my heart is a hedgehog
 "just keep swimming"

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Students created Chimera* collages
out of wildlife photos from reused
magazine clippings. 
*Chimera are imaginative hybrid creatures
composed of physical attributes that
represent different qualities.

Students discussed consumption as a
method for self-identification through
product purchasing. They contrasted
their consumer self with the parts of
their identity that do not include
consumption habits. Each animal
included in the Chimera represents an
aspect of their personal identity. 
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STOP

STOP 
STOP killing 
Our animals are dying
The air is so dark you can't see the birds flying
Do you see the destruction?
We kill whole forests for our construction
STOP killing 
STOP

STOP 
STOP making 
There's no room for plants
We take so much from the earth it doesn't stand a chance
Why is there so much trash?
Filling up landfills leaving an ugly and awful gash
STOP making 
STOP

STOP 
STOP pretending
We are not doing enough
We may recycle but we still consume so much stuff
They say "Just do your share"
But to the plants and animals being killed it's really not fair
STOP pretending 
STOP
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DRAWING WITH
BACTERIA

Virology and Immunology:

Using inoculator rods and various species of bacteria,
students drew virtually invisible artworks on agar plants. The
bacterial growth over time, revealed the true colors of the
bacteria they used. Students learned about the nature of
bacteria growth and explored a medium that allows artists to
partner with natural processes and living things.
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CYANOTYPES

Using special sun-sensitive paper and a variety of stencils,
students made their own Cyanotypes! Cyanotypes are an
original method of photography and get their color from a
chemical reaction involving iron.

UMFA staff shared several famous prints from the peak of
cyanotype popularity, as well as the continuing use of the
medium in contemporary work. The color itself is an effective
emotional conveyor, and the method – the use of sunlight –
can be a way to document the passage of time and the
distribution of light throughout the day.
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Mission STEMCAP:
Overconsumption

HOME AND
NATURE

COLLAGES

After focusing on issues of environmental injustice, unequal
distribution of waste, and overconsumption of resources,
students created collages and/or drawings that represent
the environment they grew up in. Then, after pondering
solutions, students created collages representing their ideal
ecosystem.
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PLANT-CENTERED
STORY TELLING

This activity reflected on the often-overlooked agency
of plants and non-human species. Students
conceptualized and drew their own plant-centered
characters, creating a unique story. In the story and
character development, the students considered the
various ways that plants grow, change, and respond to
their environments.
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I'm Lil

I'm Big

Imma fight 
you

Haha try me

(oof)

Ha nerd 
I won

Mmhmm 
Sun



Giant flys are 
attacking the city

Not on my watch!

To be continued..

I'm Poison Ivy

I'm BatmanI'm Catwoman
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Venus Man! 
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Mango Man

Mangoes are 
sweet like candy

Come help me fight the
war, the world will die if

we don't help the humans

Okay!
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Aye, vato,
 that's my fly!

Aye, homes, you
just sparked a fuse,

 Foo! 
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Aww Hell 
Nah..

Uhm

Hey, I'm grown!
I'm just like the rest of

ya'll!

Oh yups, you got three 
secs to pose. That will 
be your pose forever.

You like my 
pose?

Mamma look that's 
a weird looking tree

I'm craving 
Nitrogen and Sugar

(Nitro +
Sugar)
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Hey I love you but I
will kill you for
killin my plant

No
Please

Ow! You cut 
my hands off!

Yo I did it for the
love of my plant

No, please 
spare me!

Never! You kill
some of my plants!
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Students painted clouds using the pigments of several natural
substances – like turmeric, charcoal, and a variety of produce –
to emulate air particulates in clouds that cause pollution. Many
of these cutouts will be added to a larger project that will be
displayed at the UMFA in an air pollution exhibit in 2023. 

CLOUDS

Mission STEMCAP: Pollution
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For More information about STEMCAP,
please visit www.STEMCAP.org


